The role of 'non-synaptic' mechanisms (i.e. those mechanisms that are independent of active chemical synpases) in the synchronization of neuronal activity during seizures and their possible contribution to chronic epileptogenesis are summarized. These 'non-synaptic' mechanisms include electrotonic coupling through gap junctions, electrical field effects (i.e. ephaptic transmission), and ionic interactions (e.g. increases in the extracellular concentration of K + ). Several lines of evidence indicate that granule cells and pyramidal cells of the hippocampus, and probably other cortical neurons, can generate synchronized electrical activity after active chemical synaptic transmission has been blocked. This synchronized activity is sensitive to alterations in the size of the extracellular space, thus suggesting that electrical field effects and ionic mechanisms contribute to this synchronized activity. Recent studies also indicate that 'non-synaptic' synchronization is quite prominent early in development. Electrophysiological data from hippocampal and neocortical slices have led to a re-interpretation of the fast prepotentials (i.e. partial spikes) recorded in cortical pyramidal cells, suggesting that they may not be due to dendritic spike generation. Improvement in freeze-fracture ultrastructural techniques have led to a re-assessment of previous data on gap junctions in the nervous system and opened new approaches to the quantitative analysis and characterization of gap junctions on glia and neurons. Finally, new methods of dye/tracer coupling have the potential to provide a more rigorous basis for evaluating gap junctions and electrotonic communication between neurons in the mammalian central nervous system. Therefore, recent data continue to suggest that gap junctions and electrotonic coupling play an important role in neural integration, although additional studies using new techniques will be needed to address some of the controversial issues that have arisen over the last several decades.
INTRODUCTION

Background from the 1980s
One of the oldest and most controversial issues in neuroscience has centered around the role of chemical versus electrical communication between neurons (the history has been reviewed elsewhere; e.g. Bennett, 1972 Bennett, , 1977 Bennett, , 1997 Dudek et al., 1983 Dudek et al., , 1986 . Today, neuroscientists generally accept that chemical synaptic transmission is the main form of communication under normal conditions, and that an abnormality in chemical transmission is the basis of many neurological disorders. There can be no doubt that chemical synaptic transmission is the dominant mechanism of neuronal communication under most normal conditions. Our specific purpose here is to review briefly the long-standing and extensive body of data that supports the hypothesis that other 'non-synaptic' mechanisms contribute to the generation and spread of seizure activity (at least under certain conditions), and that electrotonic coupling through gap junctions may be an important form of electrical communication that can contribute to neuronal synchronization during epileptiform events (see also Carlen et al., 1996 for recent review).
Chemical synapses versus other forms of neuronal communication
A wide variety of neurotransmitters and neuromodulators mediate excitatory and inhibitory synaptic interactions among neurons, and all neurons receive chemical synaptic input from several types of fast and slow neurotransmitters and neuromodulators. On the other hand, gap junctions between adult mammalian neurons are generally considered to be rare or essentially non-existent. Most authors do not consider gap junctions to be electrical synapses, nor do they consider electrotonic coupling potentials to be synaptic events. Others have challenged this view (e.g. Bennett, 1997) . The fact that a gap junction between two neurons is an ultrastructural specialization that mediates electrical communication is an important argument for the concept of the 'electrotonic synapse.' Not only does an action potential in one member of a coupled pair cause an electrical event reminiscent of a 'synaptic potential' in the other member of the coupled pair, but electrotonic synapses have the potential to show remarkable forms of use-dependent plasticity (e.g. Bennett, 1972 Bennett, , 1977 Dudek et al., 1988) . The purpose of this article is not to debate the issue of whether gap junctions represent electrotonic synapses in a manner analogous to traditional chemical synapses, but rather to argue that electrotonic junctional communication in the mammalian brain may be one form of 'non-synaptic' transmission (i.e. independent of traditional chemical synaptic transmission) that contributes to the synchronization of epileptiform activity. Our use of the term 'non-synaptic' is not meant to exclude the gap junction and associated electrotonic coupling as a type of 'synapse' (i.e. we also view gap junctions as electrical synapses, in addition to critical components of 'mixed synapses'). From an experimental perspective, however, electrotonic coupling persists after treatments that block action potential-mediated chemical synaptic transmission (see below), and this has been an extremely useful approach for isolating 'non-synaptic' mechanisms of synchronization from chemical synaptic mechanisms.
Another mechanism of 'non-synaptic' communication between neurons is ephaptic transmission (i.e. electrical field effects). Although different authors may use the terms ephaptic transmission and field effects in different ways, their most general definition includes neuronal interactions mediated by electrical current flow through the extracellular space (see Jefferys, 1995 for review).
'Non-synaptic' communication also includes changes in the concentration of extracellular ions, most notably potassium ([K + ] o ), which is likely to be important after high levels of neuronal activity. In this article, we will describe forms of epileptiform activity that have been shown to be independent of active chemical synaptic transmission, and then discuss the possible role of 'non-synaptic' mechanisms in synchronization of epileptiform activity, focusing at the end on gap junctions.
Role of chemical synapses and electrical interactions in epileptiform synchronization
A large body of data generated in the 1970s and early 1980s, primarily based on in vitro experiments with hippocampal slices, provided strong evidence for the important role of recurrent excitatory synaptic mechanisms in the generation and synchronization of neuronal bursts during brief seizure-like events (e.g. Johnston and Brown, 1981; Traub and Wong, 1982; Miles and Wong, 1983, 1987; Christian and Dudek, 1988) . In the early 1980s, however, at least three laboratories independently and almost simultaneously observed that blockade of active chemical synaptic transmission with low-calcium solutions (i.e. low [Ca 2+ ] o ) led to prolonged bursts of large populations spikes in CA1 pyramidal cells (Fig. 1A; Taylor and Dudek, 1982b, 1984a,b; Jefferys and Haas, 1982; Haas and Jefferys, 1984; Konnerth et al., 1984 Konnerth et al., , 1986 Yaari et al., 1986; see also, Jensen and Yaari, 1988, 1997 for more recent studies). These experiments collectively provided unequivocal evidence that active chemical synaptic transmission is not necessary for synchronization of neuronal activity in the CA1 area of the hippocampus. What was unclear (and is still unresolved) is the role of the different electrical and ionic mechanisms in this synchronization process. A series of electrophysiological observations over the last 15 years has suggested that both ephaptic (i.e. electrical field effects) and ionic mechanisms contribute substantially to the synchronization mechanism; what remains unknown and controversial is the degree that gap junctions play a role in the synchronization of these events (see Traub et al., 1985a,b) .
Evidence for electrical interactions in cortical neurons
The observation in the early 1980s of large spontaneous population spikes in extracellular recordings from the pyramidal cell layer of the CA1 area, when [Ca 2+ ] o was reduced to block chemical synaptic transmission, strongly suggested that some form of direct electrical communication is essential for fast synchronization of action potentials in pyramidal cells (Fig. 1 ). Low [Ca 2+ ] o has long been known to increase membrane excitability (Frankenhaeuser and Hodgkin, 1957) , and electrical interactions were hypothesized to synchronize the spontaneous action potentials. Electrophysiological experiments using differential recording (i.e. intracellular recording minus extracellular recording) indicated that the electrical fields associated with synchronized action potentials create a fieldeffect depolarization in inactive pyramidal cells, and thus serve as a mechanism for synchronizing the activity of neurons (e.g. Taylor and Dudek, 1982b, 1984a,b) . Electrical field effects alone could conceivably account for the synchronization of action potentials, since they act instantaneously, and it has generally been considered that changes in [K + ] o would likely be too slow to synchronize individual action potentials into a population spike.
Since earlier experiments in the hippocampus had revealed dye coupling after Lucifer Yellow injections, as well as electrophysiological evidence for electrotonic coupling among pyramidal cells and granule cells (MacVicar and Dudek, 1980, 1982; Taylor and Dudek, 1982a) , there existed the possibility that electrotonic coupling through gap junctions could synchronize neuronal activity and at least contribute to the 'non-synaptic' synchronization observed in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions. Intracellular recordings during synchronized activity in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions revealed that CA1 pyramidal cells generate fast prepotentials or partial spikes (Fig. 1B) , as would be expected from electrotonic coupling. On the other hand, the dye coupling and electrophysiological evidence suggested that if electrotonic coupling were present in the hippocampus among pyramidal cells and granule cells, each neuron was coupled to at most only a few nearby neurons, and often to only one other neuron (similar to neocortex; see below and Fig. 2A ). These data therefore implied that electrotonic coupling, on its own, was unlikely to explain the fast synchronization. These experiments, however, left open the possibility that electrotonic coupling through gap junctions among CA1 pyramidal cells could still contribute significantly to the synchronization. Although electrical mechanisms of neuronal communication were almost certainly responsible for the fast synchronization of action potentials needed to generate large population spikes in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions, what was unclear was whether gap junctions between CA1 pyramidal cells played an important role in this synchronization.
Similar evidence suggesting the presence of dye coupling and electrotonic coupling was generated nearly simultaneously in adult neocortex. Early ultrastructural data from primate neocortex had provided evidence for gap junctions between dendrites and somata (Sloper, 1972; Sloper and Powell, 1978) . In neocortical slices from guinea pigs, Gutnick and Prince (1981) used electrical stimulation of nearby white matter to evoke antidromic short-latency depolarizations, which had the properties of electrotonic coupling potentials. They also found that injections of Lucifer Yellow into neocortical neurons often stained several neurons (i.e. dye coupling), and these coupled neurons tended to be oriented in a columnar manner ( Fig. 2A) . Similar to hippocampus, only a few dye-coupled neurons were found in adult tissue after intraneuronal injection of Lucifer Yellow. In glia, however, comparable injections revealed hundreds of stained astrocyte nuclei ( Fig. 2B ; Gutnick et al., 1981) ; the widespread nature of the glial staining after intracellular injection of Lucifer Yellow into glia (see also, Binmoller and Muller, 1992) is consistent with the enormous number of gap junctions among glia.
RESULTS
Data from the 1990s
Data generated in the 1980s set the stage for new findings in the 1990s further suggesting that 'nonsynaptic' mechanisms of synchronization are important during epileptiform activity; these results are summarized briefly in this paragraph before describing the data in more detail later in this article. One line of recent investigation has been aimed at the issue of whether 'non-synaptic' mechanisms of synchronization are present throughout all the subfields of the hippocampus and in other cortical areas. Another set of experiments suggested that the high susceptibility to this form of 'non-synaptic' synchronization was due, at least in part, to the relatively small extracellular space between CA1 pyramidal cells (and possibly other hippocampal neurons). In other experiments, alterations in the osmolality of the medium, which would be expected to cause cell swelling or shrinkage, induced or blocked epileptiform activity, respectively. These data suggested, but did not prove, that ephaptic and ionic mechanisms play an important role in 'non-synaptic' synchronization of epileptiform activity in the hippocampus. Finally, a separate line of investigation revealed that the CA1 area and the dentate gyrus were particularly prone to 'nonsynaptic' synchronization early in development (i.e. during the first and second postnatal week). Since other studies indicated that electrotonic coupling is robust early in development, these data suggested a role for electrotonic coupling through gap junctions in the synchronization of the epileptiform events in low- [Ca 2+ ] o media, at least early in development. In spite of this possible temporal association, however, the role of gap junctions and electrotonic coupling in synchronization, even early in development, remains unclear.
'Nonsynaptic' synchronization beyond the CA1 area
Dentate gyrus and the CA3 area. Although a brief report in the 1980s provided evidence that the CA3 area and the dentate gyrus could show synchronized electrical activity in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions that blocked active chemical synaptic transmission (Snow and Dudek, 1984) , these earlier studies were not able to show consistently robust synchronized activity similar to what had been seen in the CA1 area. Additional studies in which [Ca 2+ ] o was systematically altered revealed that under certain conditions, the dentate gyrus and the CA3 area could show profound synchronized electrical activity when chemical synaptic transmission was blocked ( Fig. 3 ; Schweitzer et al., 1992) . In this study, and an earlier one on CA1 (Dudek et al., 1990) gyrus showed robust, spontaneous, seizure-like activity. When [K + ] o was raised to 9 m, however, the dentate gyrus but not the CA3 area showed prolonged elipeptiform bursting, which suggested that this difference in susceptibility to 'nonsynaptic' seizure generation was related at least in part to the differences in resting potential of these two types of neurons. Thus, it appeared that 'non-synaptic' mechanisms of synchronization were present throughout the hippocampus (see also, Richardson and O'Reilly, 1995; Pan and Stringer, 1996) . Subsequent studies showed that these mechanisms of 'non-synaptic' synchronization were present when ] o solutions. Therefore, similar experiments were conducted in the medial entorhinal cortex, an area of temporal cortex near the dentate gyrus. The medial entorhinal cortex is intermediate between the tight packing of pyramidal cell bodies in the hippocampus and the more widely dispersed distribution of pyramidal cells characteristic of neocortex. In these experiments, field-potential and multiple-unit recordings showed that synchronization could also occur in the medial entorhinal cortex (Patrylo et al., 1996) . Even though the field potentials were substantially smaller than those in the hippocampus, bursts of populations spikes were still clearly observed in slices from adult rats. Furthermore, the high-gain multiple-unit recordings showed that occasionally synchronization occurred only among small groups of neurons, when field potentials were small or nonexistent (in both the CA1 area and the medial entorhinal cortex). Because synchronized activity can occur in an area where electrical field effects are expected to be small, other 'non-synaptic' mechanisms are likely involved. One possibility is that electrotonic coupling of small clusters of neurons in medial entorhinal cortex can generate small domains of synchronously active neurons. It is not known, however, if other areas of adult cortex with more traditional cortical layering are capable of generating synchronized electrical activity when chemical synaptic transmission is blocked.
Role of extracellular space
Based primarily on early anatomical studies (Green, 1964; Green and Maxwell, 1961) , it has been known for decades that the somata of hippocampal pyramidal cells and dentate granule cells show extraordinarily tight packing. Green (1960 Green ( , 1964 actually proposed that the tight packing of cell bodies in the hippocampus could lead to electrical interactions, which could potentially contribute to synchronization of electrical activity. This feature, in addition to the parallel arrangement of the neurons, is considered to be the basis for the extraordinarily large field potentials characteristic of the hippocampus. Early studies aimed at measuring changes of the extracellular space in hippocampus and neocortex provided physiological evidence that the extracellular space in the hippocampus is particularly small (Dietzel et al., 1980 (Dietzel et al., , 1989 Lux et al., 1986) . McBain and coworkers (1990) showed that the extracellular volume fraction was approximately 0.12 in the CA1 area compared to 0.18 or larger in other areas of the brain. Traynelis and Dingledine (1988) showed that extracellular resistance increased at the beginning of high [K + ] o -induced seizure activity in the CA1 area. They also showed that bathing solutions made hyperosmolar with impermeant solutes block high-[K + ] o -induced seizure activity in CA1 (Traynelis and Dingledine, 1989). Studies with low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions have shown that these K + -induced synchronous bursts are also blocked with hyperosmolar solutions that cause cell shrinkage, and furthermore, that dilute media (which cause cell swelling) can induce seizure activity ( Fig. 4 ; Dudek et al., 1990; Roper et al., 1992) . More recently, treatment with furosemide, which increases extracellular space, blocks synchronization independent of alterations in excitability (Hochman et al., 1996) . Therefore, anatomical and physiological evidence indicates that: (1) the extracellular space is small in the hippocampus; (2) intense electrical activity causes cell swelling and a decrease in the extracellular space; and (3) experimental manipulations that cause cell shrinkage and increased extracellular space can block seizure activity, independent of chemical synapses (see also, Andrew et al., 1989) . Since a decrease in extracellular space should enhance ionic and ephaptic effects, these forms of neuronal communication probably play important roles in the generation and synchronization of epileptiform activity, independent of chemical synapses.
Development
One important issue in epilepsy research is why the immature nervous system is more susceptible to seizure generation. It is well known that groups of cells tend to be coupled early in development, and several experiments have provided evidence that cortical neurons are coupled in the first postnatal weeks in the rat, and that this coupling declines with age (e.g. Connors et al., 1983; Yuste et al., 1995; Rorig and Sutor, 1996) . Accordingly, one issue is whether the increased seizure susceptibility of the immature hippocampus is still present when chemical synaptic mechanisms have been blocked pharmacologically. Albrecht and Heinemann (1989) provided evidence that epileptiform activity occurs at higher concentrations of [Ca 2+ ] o in the CA1 region of hippocampal slices from rats at 7-8 and 15-16 days of age than in hippocampal slices from adults. They also described unusually prolonged epileptiform discharges (i.e., 10 min) in the CA1 area from rats that were 8-9 days old. Roper et al. (1993) found a developmental window at 2-3 weeks in the rat where both the CA1 area of the hippocampus and the dentate gyrus are more susceptible to epileptiform bursting in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solutions. In CA1, the epileptiform activity was also more robust in the immature animals. These findings indicate that the increased seizure susceptibility of the immature brain is present even when chemical synaptic transmission is blocked. Although an increase in electrotonic coupling through gap junctions among hippocampal neurons is one of many possible mechanisms that could contribute to this lower seizure threshold, further studies are needed to evaluate this hypothesis.
DISCUSSION
Ongoing issues, and research for 2000 and beyond
The fast prepotential: dendritic spike or electrotonic coupling? In the 1960s, Kandel and Spencer published a series of papers describing the electrophysiological properties of hippocampal pyramidal cells studied in the cat in vivo. They proposed that action potentials could be initiated by two types of events-fast and slow prepotentials. They concluded that slow prepotentials were EPSPs and the fast prepotentials were due to the passive propagation of action potentials initiated in the proximal apical dendrite (Spencer and Kandel, 1961) . Several studies later reported spike-like events in the dendrites of hippocampal pyramidal cells (Wong et al., 1979) and dentate granule cells (Fricke and Prince, 1984) . However, it was impossible with recordings from single intracellular electrodes to determine conclusively whether these events were generated in the dendrite or the soma. Fig. 4 . Changes in the osmolality of the extracellular medium altered seizure-like activity in CA1 and the dentate gyrus. A: in low- [Ca 2+ ] o solution, spontaneously occurring bursts were present in CA1 but not the dentate gyrus. B: with dilution of the extracellular medium from 308 mOsm to 254 mOsm, the CA1 bursts increased in amplitude and duration, and spontaneously occurring bursts were present in the dentate gyrus. C: in both CA1 and the dentate, bursts were abolished when mannitol (20 m) was added to increase extracellular osmolality. D: dilution of the extracellular fluid again caused bursts. Reprinted with permission from Roper SN, Obenaus A and Dudek FE, 1992. Osmolality and nonsynaptic epileptiform bursts in rat CA1 and dentate gyrus. Ann Neurol 31: 81-85. Copyright 1992 Lippincott Williams and Wilkins.
Some of these events were relatively small, or at least were not full-amplitude action potentials, which is consistent with the hypothesis that the events were generated in the soma and passively spread back into the dendrites, rather than actively initiated in the dendrite and propagated to the soma. Experiments by Stuart and Sakmann (1994) have directly reexamined the issue of dendritic spike generation in cortical neurons, and provided direct evidence that sodium-mediated action potentials in neocortical slices are normally elicited in the axosomatic region and back-propagated into the dendrites. They found that even when depolarizing current was injected directly into the dendrite, the sodium spike was initiated near the soma, and later propagated out the dendrite. Subsequent studies (Stuart et al., 1997a,b) in older animals and at more physiological temperatures have shown that the distal dendrite can initiate sodium-mediated action potentials, but the somatic response of neocortical pyramidal cells during these dendritic spikes does not resemble a fast prepotential. Although some fast prepotentials may ultimately be due to sodiummediated action potentials generated in dendrites, these recent data require reexamination of data from older experiments with sharp-electrode intracellular recordings from dendrites.
The initial indirect evidence that fast prepotentials were dendritic spikes was that they were evoked by orthodromic but not by antidromic stimulation (Spencer and Kandel, 1961) . Subsequently, however, Schwartzkroin and Prince (1980) noted that these events could sometimes be evoked with antidromic stimulation in CA1 pyramidal cells recorded in hippocampal slices. This observation is difficult to reconcile with dendritic generation of sodium spikes. It is, however, consistent with electrotonic coupling, as is the observation that these events can sometimes be recorded at 'anodal break' (i.e. the end of a hyperpolarizing pulse). Several studies have now observed fast prepotentials or partial spikes in hippocampal pyramidal cells and neocortical neurons in response to antidromic stimulation, and these spike-like events are sometimes resistant to prior current-evoked action potentials, thus suggesting that they are due to electrotonic coupling (i.e. the indirect test; Taylor and Dudek, 1982a; Gutnick and Prince, 1981) . Dual intracellular recordings also suggested that hippocampal pyramidal cells are electronically coupled (MacVicar and Dudek, 1981) , but these studies have been criticized because the possibility that the electrodes were actually in only one neuron was not unequivocally ruled out. More recently current-evoked depolarization in CA1 pyramidal cells caused burst discharges with fast prepotentials, which has been correlated with Lucifer Yellow dye coupling (Baimbridge et al., 1991) . Carlen and coworkers (Perez-Velazquez et al., 1994; Valiante et al., 1995; see also, Carlen et al., 1996; Vigmond et al., 1997) have recently studied 'spikelets' and electrical coupling in hippocampal pyramidal cells with whole-cell patch-clamp techniques and computer simulations, and have provided new evidence that electrical interactions contribute to synchronization of epileptiform events. The controversies on the previous electrophysiological and dye coupling data are numerous, and additional work with more modern techniques is required to address this issue.
Recent studies with patch-clamp techniques and computer modeling have provided new evidence for electrotonic coupling among hippocampal pyramidal cells, and have suggested that gap junctions interconnect axons (Draguhn et al., 1998; Traub et al., 1999) .
The need for ultrastructural data: grid-mapped freeze fracture and immunolabeling?
The studies from the 1980s attempted to use several lines of evidence to determine whether cortical neurons were dye coupled and electrotonically coupled through gap junctions. Freeze-fracture images were considered to provide evidence for gap junctions on CA3 hippocampal pyramidal cells (Schmalbruch and Jahnsen, 1981) and dentate granule cells (MacVicar and Dudek, 1982) . In these studies, gap junctions were found on large somata in or near the pyramidal and granule cell layers, respectively, and these cells appeared to be closely associated with chemical synapses of nerve terminals. Therefore, these data were interpreted as showing that gap junctions were on the somata of hippocampal pyramidal cells and dentate granule cells. Using thin-section electron microscopy, gap junctions have been found on interneurons in the hippocampus (Kosaka, 1983a,b) , which is consistent with other more recent data that the interneurons are dye-coupled and electrotonically coupled (Michelson and Wong, 1994; Traub, 1995; Strata et al., 1997) . Thus, ultrastructural evidence has been available to suggest the presence of gap junctions on hippocampal neurons.
Recent improvements in the freeze-fracture technique, particularly in the use of Lexan coating, have allowed preparation of large replicas. By mapping those grids using confocal microscopy, it is now possible to identify more completely the precise location of different cell types in terms of the anatomical features of the hippocampus or other structures (Rash et al., 1995 (Rash et al., , 1996 (Rash et al., , 1997 . Furthermore, detailed criteria for identifying neurons versus different types of glia (Rash et al., 1997) have led to a reexamination of earlier freeze fracture data, with the conclusion that gap junctions reported to be on hippocampal pyramidal cells (Schmalbruch and Jahnsen, 1981) and dentate granule cells (MacVicar and Dudek, 1982) were actually on oligodendrocytes (or were on cells that were not identifiable). New evidence for gap junctions on hippocampal neurons has been obtained with grid-mapped freeze fracture (Fig. 5; Rash et al., 1997) , but because the gap junctions were on dendrites (rather than somata), it is not clear whether these particular gap junctions were on principal cells (i.e. granule cells and pyramidal cells) or on interneurons. Recent studies with grid-mapped freeze fracture have shown that different connexins in glial gap junctions can be immunolabeled (Rash et al., 1997) ; this technique should allow a simpler, yet more rigorous anlaysis of whether hippocampal pyramidal cells and dentate granule cells have gap junctions, and should lead to identification of the particular connexins involved in the putative neuronal gap junctions.
The next wave of tracer-coupling and electrophysiological studies? Studies using dye coupling with Lucifer Yellow or tracer coupling with biocytin or neurobiotin have been plagued with two fundamental problems: (1) because sharp electrodes or even patch pipettes have to be advanced through many tens of micrometers (even hundreds of micrometers) of tissue before obtaining a recording, it has been suspected that multiple staining of neurons could be due to an artifact from damage of neurons as an electrode is advanced through the tissue (e.g. see Alger et al., 1983; Knowles et al., 1982; Gutnick et al., 1985; Schneider, 1992) ; and (2) even in well-controlled systems, such as cell cultures, it is known that some cell pairs that are electrotonically coupled are not necessarily dye coupled. Although there have been a myriad of discussions on the details of these two issues, ultimately many workers have considered this type of work to be equivocal, unless other supporting data have been available. The problem is that both electrophysiological and ultrastructural approaches have had potential criticisms also.
A variety of techniques are now available to address these issues. (1) Gap junctions are known to be sensitive to intracellular pH and other treatments. Accordingly, dye coupling of pyramidal cells has been shown to be reduced by intracellular acidification (Gutnick and Lobel-Yaakov, 1983; MacVicar and Jahnsen, 1985) and enhanced by high-pH medium (Church and Baimbridge, 1991) . (2) Gap junctions allow passage of small molecules (<1000 M r ) but not larger ones. Therefore, Lo Turco and Kriegstein (1991) injected both Lucifer Yellow and horseradish peroxidase (HRP, a large protein expected not to cross gap junctions) into immature neocortical neurons; they showed that although Lucifer Yellow stained multiple neurons, HRP was only found in a single neuron that was presumably the one injected with the markers. (With this approach, adequate HRP staining along the dendrites and axons has to be present to insure that the observation of HRP in a single cell is not merely due to the much slower diffusion of the larger molecule.) (3) The potential for artifactual staining would be reduced if neurons were studied at the surface of the slice under direct visualization, and dye was prevented from leakage out of the pipette until the recording was actually achieved. Dean and colleagues (1997) have used direct visualization of the patch pipette with differential interference contrast optics during recording of visually identified neurons in thin slices of brain stem. This strategy minimized the potential of artifactually staining other neurons because the recording was obtained under direct visual observation near the surface of the slice. These workers also recorded from neurons using amphotericin perforated-patch pipettes that allowed them to first record from a neuron and identify whether it had partial spikes; they then ruptured the membrane, obtained a whole-cell recording, and stained the neuron with Lucifer Yellow and/or biocytin. They found that the neurons with fast prepotentials or partial spikes were almost always the neurons that showed dye/tracer coupling. These authors were also able to follow the movement of Lucifer Yellow into the coupled neurons under direct visual observation. Therefore, two particularly powerful approaches for dealing with potential artifacts in dye/tracer coupling studies are to use both a large molecule and a small molecule simultaneously, and to directly visualize the patch pipette and recorded neuron with thin slices using perforated-patch techniques.
These experiments provide the possibility of more rigorously testing the hypothesis of electrotonic coupling among mammalian brain neurons through the use of dual whole-cell patch-clamp recording in thin slices. Because one can directly visualize the recorded neurons, it should be possible in the future to record from pairs of electrotonically coupled cells, and use gap junction permeant and impermeant tracers to show that apparent electrotonic coupling is associated with tracer coupling for small molecules, but not large molecules (i.e., coupling is mediated by gap junctions and not an artifactual pathway from cell injury).
Seizures versus epileptogenesis.
Seizures represent abnormal hypersynchronous and hyperactive electrical behavior of cortical neurons that can result from an acute insult or be caused by a variety of pharmacological treatments. Epilepsy, however, is a chronic condition with an increased susceptibility to seizures. Thus, the mechanisms operative in acute seizures induced experimentally in otherwise normal brain tissue are not necessarily indicative of the basis for chronic epileptogenesis. Although numerous studies have suggested a role for electrotonic coupling through gap junctions in epileptogenesis, one recent study has provided experimental evidence in support of this hypothesis. Colling et al. (1996) used the tetanus toxin model of chronic temporal lobe epilepsy and showed a significant increase in dye coupling of pyramidal cells in hippocampal slices. Further studies on models of chronic epilepsy are needed to determine if the increased seizure susceptibility is due to an increase in electrotonic coupling through gap junctions.
CONCLUSIONS
The historical issue of whether neurons communicate by chemical versus electrical means has been resolved in that there is no question that chemical transmission is the primary method of communication between neurons in the mammalian nervous system. What continues to remain unsettled, however, is the degree to which electrical communication through gap junctions is important. Numerous studies in the hippocampus, neocortex, and elsewhere have provided evidence for dye/tracer coupling and electrotonic coupling through gap junctions. Nonetheless, this work is controversial, not only with regard to the relative importance of gap junctions among neurons, but even to the issue of whether gap junctions and electrotonic coupling are present in the adult mammalian nervous system. Numerous groups studying hippocampal slices have provided strong evidence that all of the subfields of the hippocampus, including the dentate gyrus and even the medial entorhinal cortex, can generate synchronized electrical activity after chemical synaptic transmission has been blocked, both preand postsynaptically. One view is that this synchronization can be accounted for completely by ephaptic and ionic effects among hippocampal neurons without invoking a role for gap junctions between neurons. Other lines of evidence suggest that blocking gap junctional communication eliminates synchronized epileptiform activity, thus suggesting that gap junctions among hippocampal pyramidal cells are critical for the synchronization process. What is needed now is a detailed re-examination of this question using the new techniques in electrophysiology, tracer coupling, and ultrastructure.
